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From
Resolution &2, London Conference
------------I------,,,,,__,,,,~
_^
"study existing
national znd international
practices
,concerning the delimitation
and naming of oceans and seas
including-their
'integral sub-divisions,
be>>ond the limits
of national
jurisdiction
with a view 40 recommending improvements
in current nomenclatural
Pad-practices
and procedures."
i
Suggested starting
point
--,-----------
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A consideration
of the publicatibn
Limits of Oceans and Seas,
issued by the Inte$national
Hydrog$aphic Bureau.

From Resolution
---

#23;London Conference
--.---\.
*'......work
on a model statement or statements on the
treatment of undersea feature names that can beisuggested for
.adoption by interested
countries;
. . . ..develop model forms for proposing namew of undersea
features . . . . . . . ..patterned
after those used by the United
States Board on Geographic Names and by similar
organisations
in other countries,
and a form or forms for use by a national
names authority
in notifying
any interested
countries or
institutions
of its intention
to name an undersea . . . ..feature."

Suggested'Starting
Point
,-A consideration
of the principles
ennunciated in the
publication
#?.ll, by the United States Board On Geographical
Names, entitled
Gazetteer of Undersea Feature Nemes., ,nd the
Proposal form there-in.
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From Resolution
------feature
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a*e****att empt to standard&e the definitions
terms 2nd definitions
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Suggested Starting
Consideration
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of the 44 generic
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-2the Gebco organisation
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of the 1.X.0.

From expressions of opinion at the$th
---~~-~-~-~~~~~~~------~------~~~-~-~---~

Sesssion.

G. of Experts
.

Consider the possible adaptation of the United States Gazetteer
on Undersea .Feature Names as a basis for conversion to a gazetteer
suitable for issue as a United Nations publication.

G.F.Delaney,
Co-ordinator,
Working Group,
Undersea and Maritime

Feature N,mee
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GIRCULATIONt
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* I&r. Burrill
- U.S.A.
I'.
-Mr. Hovda - Norway
-Mr. Kmykov - U.S.S.R.
-Mr. Lewis - Gt. Britain
--_I _
-Mr. Meynen - West Germany
-Mr. Ormeling --Netherlands
Y

'--

Absent
Mr. Sharma - India.
Note: Delegated represetnatives
to the working
India - Mr. Kapoor '
West Germany
- Kr. Bettao
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